This diagram is for use with the **WOOLY MUG MAT**
**DECEMBER**
video featured on our YouTube channel: [YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics](https://www.youtube.com/ShabbyFabrics)

**Tracing Diagram**
Shapes have been reversed for fusible appliqué. Trace shapes onto fusible webbing, and roughly cut around each shape. Iron shapes to the back side of wool, and cut out on drawn line. Remove paper and iron in place.

Trace oval on freezer paper. Cut (1) wool background, and cut (1) wool backing.
Embroidery Stitches
Refer to page numbers in
Embroidery & Crazy Quilt Stitch Tool
by Judith Baker Montano

- Backstitch (page 26): holly leaves, swirls, eyes, Hs
- Buttonhole Stitch (page 36): finished edges
- Buttonhole Stitch - Circle (page 37): Os
- French Knot (page 94): berries
- Long Stitch (page 122): holly leaf centers

Whip Stitch (below): hand stitched appliqué

Layout Diagram
Dashed lines indicate where one piece lies behind another piece. Numbers indicate the order in which the pieces should be placed.